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SKIVE IT® SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM
Cash
Donation

Check
one

In-Kind
Donation

Check
one

Level Recognition

$100 $150 Basic Friends of Skive it® (FOS) icon on top right corner of video
for 1 month

$250 $375 Bronze FOS on top right corner of video for 3 months
$500 $750 Silver FOS+Gold border/frame for their video for 3 months
$1000 $1500 Gold FOS+Gold frame and top of list for 3 months
$5000 $7500 Platinum Professional video taken by Skive it® team; Ranked top of

the list for 5 months, with Gold frame+FOS
Any other amount not listed above.

$ $ TBD Based on recognition level guidelines above

Recurring
Pledge to provide the above amount on a recurring basis until cancelled.

There will only be 2 gold framed videos placed on top of the list at each search result. If there are multiple
donations in the top 2 categories, the venue with the highest donations will take the 2 slots, the rest will be on
the first come first served waiting list but they will still be guaranteed the length of time recognized on top of the
list.  While “waiting”, they will still have the gold frame and FOS, just not on the top of the list yet

For in-kind donations that benefits end users, there will be a separate “Discounts” column on the right, and they
will be ranked based on relevance of search and location

Every Donor with donations of $250 and over, gets a Skive it T-shirt

For donations of $1000 or more, Skive it will recommend their venue to bloggers if they also pass Skive it’s
Commission of Good Taste.

A feature start date (“Commitment Date”) will be communicated to the donor. The feature will run for the period
(“Commitment Period”) based on the recognition level with the option to renew.

This is quote/invoice is subject to the Sponsorship Term of Service available at https://skive.it/st and conditions noted
below:
1. PAYMENT: Payment shall be in the form of a wire transfer, checks, or cash in US Dollars only.   .
2. TAXES: All bank fees and charges, sale and/or use taxes, custom duties or any other taxes imposed by Federal, state,
county or municipal authority upon Skive it’s transfer and delivery of the services hereunder shall be paid by the buyer.
3. SUPPORT: For questions, please reach out to us at sponsorship-support@skive.it

Acceptance of this quotation/invoice:

______________________ _____________________  _________________________ ________________
Your Name                                Title Signature Date

______________________ _____________________   _________________________ ________________
Business Name Primary Contact Email         Contact Phone                               City + State


